Jan Rihak & Mark Fliegauf Charities Fund
When Jan (an MBA student at Emmanuel) passes by the Porters’
Lodge every morning at 8 o’clock en route to the Judge Business
School, 15-year-old Kiti (top left) is already on her way. However, Kiti
is far from being a student in Cambridge: she attends a high school in
Mombasa, Kenya.
autumn 2009. As CEO Jan explains:
‘Aiducation (www.aiducation.org) is
a non-profit organisation, dedicated
to giving highly talented children in
Kenya the chance of education and
thus to fulfill their dreams.’
We have assembled a team of
15 volunteers in Cambridge and
London. ‘We approach people here
in the UK who themselves have
profited from some form of financial
help during their education and
are now eager to give back’,
explains Jan. While solidarity is
one core principle of Aiducation
International UK, the other is
merit. ‘We look for bright students,
who have the potential and the
willingness to achieve their goals
and thus help their community.’

Aiducation International

And although she and Jan have
neither met nor spoken to each
other, their lives are intimately
tied together and to Emmanuel.
Kiti recently finished among the top
one per cent of Kenya’s students
in her age group. Yet the girl
nicknamed ‘Gift’ – due both to her
sharp intellect and her winning
smile – had not been able to pursue
secondary education since her
parents could not afford the high
school tuition fees of £375 per year.
It was at this point that Jan and I
(Mark Fliegauf, studying for a PhD
at Emmanuel) entered her life. We
decided to help bright but needy
students in developing countries
to pursue their academic goals.
Therefore, we founded Aiducation
International’s UK chapter in

Like Kiti, who combines stellar
grades with the aim of becoming
a cardiologist to help Mombasa’s
poor. At the heart of Aiducation’s
concept lies a one-to-one link
between scholar and donor, with
supporters receiving regular reports
on those they are helping.

So far, Aiducation International
UK has raised 25 scholarships since
its foundation in September and is
hoping to double this number by the
end of the year. None of this would
have been possible without logistic
and financial help from the College.
Emma has become our home.

OTHER COLLEGE FUNDS
The preceding pages illustrate use of some of the funds that are available
to help Junior Members. There are many others, some large and some
small, that provide assistance in many ways.
Some are for specific subjects: among gifts received this year have been
donations to the Peter Wroth Memorial Fund (engineering) and the Whitaker
Fund (history). Other funds help with extra-curricular activities such as
sport (for example the Windsor Fund, which supports Junior Members who
represent the University in ‘sweaty’ sports), music (the Burnaby Fund), chess
and the perfoming arts. The purpose of many funds is to alleviate cases of
student hardship: some are applicable to any needy applicant, others are
for Junior Members reading particular subjects or from specified parts of the
UK or world.
A new fund that is being established in conjunction with the Faculty of
Arts at the University of Sydney is to enable graduates from Sydney to come
to Emmanuel to read for a one-year postgraduate degree in classics. It
will be possible for donors from Australia, the UK, the USA and Hong Kong
to make tax-deductible gifts and further details are available from the
Development Office.
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Hardship funds 2008–9

105 grants
£39 712 awarded
from hardship funds,
£26 812 available
balance from the endowment

£10 – £1000 range of grant per person
63 rent bursaries
£39 398 awarded

